The pricing of initial public offering (IPO) plays a vital role for both the issuers and the investors. Therefore they also have a profound impact on the activities of primary and secondary capital markets. Extensive literature on pricing of IPOs has reported a significant mis-pricing across countries during different time periods. The present study analyzes the pricing of 207 book built IPOs listed on Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) during the period from April 2004 to August 2009.The issuers provide rich information regarding their company and the issue pertaining to IPO before it gets listed. Therefore the study aims to find out how far the publicly available information about an IPO is affecting its pricing on the listing day. Furthermore the study identified the determinants of subscription pattern and opening returns on the listing day. It was found that different categories of investors do not subscribe independently. They instead look to the more informed investors to base their decisions. The results suggest that the issuers need to consider the impact of publicly available information before they decide the issue price.
INTRODUCTION
Financing is an imperative and major decision in any business organisation. The sources of finance thus become an important matter for any business. The sources of finance can be divided in two parts: Private sources and Public sources. Private sources are own wealth, earnings of the business, relatives, banks, financial institutions, etc. Public source is raising funds from the public. Going public is a very thoughtful decision for a company. Moreover, going public for the first time is an extraordinary event in any business. The first equity offering or issue by a company to the public is called initial public offering (IPO) . On the event of IPO on the one side, the company reveals its value in the market and on the other side the market (investors) also decides the value of the company. Thus, determination of value of the company through determination of price of the IPO becomes a key aspect while going public. The international phenomenon is that valuation by the company differs from the valuation done by the market.
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The valuation differs because these two players have opposite interests. The issuing firm wants to raise maximum funds from the market by selling the issue at maximum price while investors want to buy at least price. Moreover the effect of pricing of the initial public offerings is not limited to these two parties. The pricing of initial public offerings affects economy also. As public offering is a way of resource mobilisation from investors to business projects that implies the resource mobilisation from low growth opportunities to high growth opportunities. Therefore if issuing firms keep very high offering price then it discourages investors for buying the issue while if it is very low then it discourages the issuing firms because leaving money in the market in terms of low offer price is an indirect cost of fund raising for the company. Here, low and high price is the deviation from the true value of the issue. The true value of the share is determined by the secondary market forces on the first trading day. Public offerings can be categorised into two broad categories: Initial Public offerings (hereafter, IPO) and Follow on Public offerings (FPOs) . The pricing of the issue has different implication for these two kinds of public offerings. In case of IPO, investors have very little information regarding such companies, while they have good amount of information of companies issuing FPO. Similarly, IPO firms find it difficult to gauge market"s perception on their IPO. Therefore the present study aims to empirically analyse the pricing of book built initial public offerings in India.
There are different methods of IPO pricing namely: Fixed price method, Book Building method, and Auction method. These methods differ on account of freedom given to the market to decide the price at which IPO is to be sold. In the fixed price method the issuer only decides the price of the issue without any involvement of the market or investors. In the book building method price is partially decided by the issuer and partially decided by the investors. While in the auction method the price is fully determined by the market. Therefore, theoretically the difference between market price and the price determined by the issuer is maximum in fixed price method and it is least in auction method.
If the price determined by the issuer is less than the price determined by the investors then it is called underpricing. High Underpricing of IPOs is unhealthy for three players: The IPO issuing firm, the Capital Market and the Economy. The Company loses the amount of funds which could have been raised if it was not underpriced. Thus high underpricing is a high indirect cost of fund raising for the issuing firms. Moreover high underpricing leads oversubscription and thereby high refunding cost for the issuing firm. Underpricing creates arbitrage activities in the capital market. For an economy it reduces the resource mobilisation because those companies which do not want or cannot afford leaving money on the table would not raise funds by initial public offerings. Thus underpricing becomes a problem for any country. Now what happens if an IPO is overpriced? If issue is overpriced then investors will not buy the shares because market value of the issue is less than what they pay for buying it from the issuer. Therefore to avoid initial losses investors will not subscribe to the issue and company will not be able to sell the issue. Moreover, in India minimum ninety percent subscription of the offer is mandatory for getting listed on the stock exchange. In case of less than ninety percent subscription firms shall take the offering back. Thus overpricing will make loss to the investors who have bought the overpriced shares and the company gets listed. On the other hand if the issuing firm is unable to get minimum subscription then it will not get listed on the stock exchange and it will face a huge cost of calling back the issue and will not get listed and cannot raise funds. Thus underpricing and overpricing of IPO both are harmful.
In India SEBI (Securities and Exchange Board of India) makes certain disclosures mandatory for the IPO issuing companies. According to SEBI guidelines IPO issuing companies need to disclose certain information in the offer document. Moreover in the process of book building investors get a lot of information about the IPO issuing company. Therefore the present study aims to find out how publicly available information affects pricing in the book building method. Till now no study has been carried out on the said objective of present study. Thus the study fills the research gap and brings a contribution to the body of literature and practitioners.
In the present study we examine the pricing of IPOs in Indian capital market for the book built equity IPOs issued and listed between March 2004 and August 2009. Loughran et al. (1994) studied IPOs of several countries and found that underpricing is an international phenomenon but the degree of underpricing differs from country to country because each country has different binding regulations, contractual mechanisms, and the characteristics of the firms going public. In the said study the latest data (updated November, 2008) on 39 countries shows that still these countries are facing a problem of high average initial return. The given data shows that China is having the maximum average under-pricing of 164. 5% during 1990-2005 (Loughran et al., 1994) . There are many theoretical explanations to underpricing as well as it has been a favourite topic of empirical research for academicians across the world.
Review of literature on pricing of IPOs
The underpricing and overpricing are the results of the difference between the price set by the investors and price set by the issuer. Therefore question arises: Why companies do not opt for auction method only? Sherman (2005) carried out a thorough analysis on trends of IPO pricing method across countries. The author reported that during 1980s, book building was being used by North America only, but by the end of 1990s it was a dominant method in Europe, Asia and Latin America. Fixed price method is being abandoned worldwide and it is being used only in smaller countries where retail investors are dominant. Auctions are used only where book building method has some regulatory restriction. The author, in contradiction to the popular belief found that auctions always do not lead to lower expected underpricing and that the issuers prefer book building regardless of the change in underpricing levels. The auction method has advantage if the investors are scattered and well informed about the issuing firm and industry. Auctions are not preferred where investors have to put efforts to learn about a new issue. The author mentions that the issuer incurs the cost of information acquisition from the investors in case of both auction method as well as book building method. But both the methods are different in the sense that in book building issuer has greater control over information expenditures than in auction. Moreover auction has high probability of under subscription and thereby lower expected proceeds. Book building allows the underwriter to coordinate the informed and uninformed investors and thereby ensuring enough investors to participate in the offering. In Indian capital market this advantage has different implications as the subscription information is available at every half an hour. Thus uninformed investors can follow informed investors" subscription pattern. The author reported one more advantage of discretionary power of the issuing firm in share allocation, which is not available in Indian regulatory framework of book building in India.
India is not the only country which is facing problem of underpricing. As Su (2004) Thus from the prior research it is obvious that IPO underpricing is higher for fixed price issues than for book built IPOs. However on the other hand researches on book built IPOs" pricing still indicate high underpricing or overpricing. Therefore still pricing of IPO is a matter of research to get it fairly priced.
Regulatory framework for IPO pricing in Indian capital markets
Before May 1992 as per the Capital Issue (Control) Act, 1947, the office of Controller of Capital Issue (CCI) had full control over the pricing of new issues in India. In May 1992 CCI was abolished and Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was formed under the SEBI Act 1992. During the period 1992 to 1999 issuers were free to determine the issue price on the basis of own discretion .This method of free and fixed price suffered from high overpricing and underpricing because it was difficult for the issuer to decide appropriate price without any involvement of the market. Therefore book building method was introduced in October 1995 on the recommendation of an expert committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Y H Malegram appointed by SEBI. SEBI guidelines, 1995 define book-building as "a process undertaken by which a demand for the securities proposed to be issued by a body of corporate is elicited and built up and the price for such securities is assessed for the determination of the quantum of such securities to be issued by means of a notice, circular, advertisement, document or information memoranda or offer document". Thus book building is a process of determining price and gauging the market demand on the basis of bids received from the investors. The development of book building method in India has gone through many amendments in the guidelines. The first IPO through book building route was Hughes Software Systems Limited in September 1999. Though fixed price route is still available to the issuers, in the study period book built IPOs are more than fixed price issue. As Fixed price issues are around 25% of the total IPOs in the study period. Thus in India book building method of IPO pricing dominates the fixed price method.
Process of IPO pricing through book building
In book building mechanism price determination has a long process. In India book building starts with a price band decided by the issuer in consultant with the Book Running Lead Manager (BRLM). As per the SEBI rule the price band"s upper limit should not be more than 120% of lower limit of the band. For instance if lower band is Rs. 100 then upper band would not be more than Rs. 120.But the issuer has freedom of deciding the upper band between 100 and 120 in the given example. If issuer decides price below than Rs.120 then it is the underpricing in the first phase of pricing. Suppose issuer decides upper end of Rs. 110. Then maximum permissible upper end is Rs. 120 and maximum upper end actually used is Rs. 110. Then First underpricing is the percentage difference between these two upper ends. It is [(120-110) /120]*100 = 8.33%. After deciding the price band issuer opens price band to the investors to gauge the market demand on various prices within the band. The permitted period for subscription is 3 to 7 working days and extendable by 3 days in case of any price revision. On the basis of bids received during subscription period issuer decides the maximum of the received prices where the issue is fully sold.
Illustration of book building and price discovery process
Bidders can bid at any price within the given price band. For instance, suppose a price band of Rs. 36 to Rs. 40 per share, issue size of 4,500 equity shares and receipt of five bids from bidders, details of which are shown in the Table 1 . The price discovery is a function of demand at various prices. The highest price at which the issuer is able to sell the desired number of shares is the price at which the book cuts off, that is, Rs. 38 in the above example. The issuer, in consultation with the Book Running Lead manager. finalizes the issue price at or below such cut off price, that is, at or below Rs. 38.
If this price decided on the basis of bids is less than the upper end of the price band actually used then it is underpricing in the second phase of pricing. The percentage difference between the actual upper end and the offer price is the underpricing. For instance, if actual upper end is 110 in the given example and the offer price is Rs. 105 then underpricing is [(110-105) /110]*100= 4.54%. The allocation of the issue is done within 15 days after closure of the issue. The bidding status during the subscription period is available on BSE/NSE websites on consolidated basis and on investors" category wise also.
The issued share gets listed on the exchange(s) within 3 weeks from the closure of the issue. The closing price on the listing day is considered as true value of the share because it is an equilibrium price in the open market .Therefore if on the listing day closing price is more than the maximum permissible upper end of the issue then it is called market underpricing of the share. If the closing price on the listing day is Rs. 125 then underpricing is [(125-120) /120]*100 = 4.17%. Thus first underpricing is done by the issuer while second pre-listing underpricing is partially controllable by the issuer because it depends on market demand/bids received from the investors and then a third type of underpricing is totally market determined excluding the underpricing done by the issuer. Now the total actual underpricing done by the issuer, investors and the market can be defined as [(125-105)/105*100] =19.05%.
The first attempt in bringing out the concept of three phases of underpricing of book built IPOs in India was by Khurshed et al. (2009) .The present study aims to find out the impact of publicly available information on the pricing of book built IPOs.
The minimum allocation proportion of the issued shares into three categories of investors is regulated by the SEBI rule. The minimum 15% of net offer to public is to be allocated to retail investors, 35% to non institutional investors and 50% to qualified institutional investors. The allotment of shares to each category is done on the basis of these proportions.
Publicly available information
The following study variables are given in the sequence of availability of information to the investors:
1. Age of the firm: The period between incorporation date to listing date of the firm. Higher age shows long operating history of the firm therefore it gives good indication in the market. Therefore we assume that the investors give high value to an old firm"s IPO than a young firm. 2. Issue Size: Issue size is defined as the number of shares offered through the offer document. The issue size indicates supply of the shares therefore if supply is high then the price in the secondary market on the listing day would remain lower and hence market underpricing should be less if issue size is large. 3. Promoters" Holding: It is defined as percentage of promoters" holding in the post issue equity of the company. As per the SEBI regulation 20% of the post issue equity is mandatory for the promoters. This 20% holding has lock-in period of 3 years and promoters" holding in excess of minimum promoters" contribution has lock-in period of one year. Leland and Pyle (1977) argued that promoters" holding indicates issuer"s willingness to invest in the project and thereby information about the future profitability of the project. Therefore high promoters" holding conveys good quality of the project. 4. Pre-IPO Leverage: It is defined as proportion of total debt in the total asset before IPO. The latest data on leverage available in the offer document was taken. Ross (1977) argued that high leverage indicates high financial distress costs, Jensen and Meckling (1976) stated that high leverage causes high agency costs and Myers and Majluf (1984) developed a model of capital structure in which lower profitable firms go for high leverage because highly profitable firms have enough internal funds to finance. Thus as per the capital structure theories high leverage does not convey good signal in the market. 5. Index Return: It is defined as average daily return on Sensex 30 days before an IPO opening. It shows the market condition surrounding IPO. If index return is high then market is highly attractive for investors. Therefore being highly optimism in good market investors gives high value to the issue in terms of high price in the secondary market. 6. Index Volatility: It is standard deviation of daily returns on Sensex 30 trading days before an IPO opening. It is an indicator of uncertainty/fluctuations in the market surrounding a new IPO. If market is highly fluctuating then the IPO gets less value in the market. 7. Subscription: It is number of times issue subscribed. It is defined as number of shares applied for divided by number of shares offered. It indicates high demand of the issue therefore high price in the secondary market can be expected if an IPO is highly subscribed.
In India as per SEBI regulations investors of IPO are categorised into 3 categories. Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs), Non Institutional Investors (NIIs) and Retail Individual Investors (RIIs).QIBs are institutional investors, NII is an individual investing more than Rs. 100,000 in the issue and RII an individual who can invest up to Rs. 100,000. The allocation of issue to these categories is fixed by SEBI. As not more than 50% of net offer to the public shall be allocated for QIBs, not less than 15% of net offer to the public shall be allocated to NIIs and not less than 35% of net offer to the public shall be available for RIIs, as bigger investors are supposed to be more informed about the issue than smaller investors. Therefore it is possible that QIBs are more informed than Jain and Jain 5
NIIs and RIIs and NIIs are more informed than RIIs. Thereby NIIs subscription may follow to subscription pattern of QIBs and RIIs subscription pattern may follow to NIIs subscription. 8. Listing delay: It is number of days between offer closing day and listing day. As the listing delay increases information dissemination about the IPO increases, therefore its impact on listing day price can be expected. 9. Opening return: It is defined as positive difference between opening price on the listing day and the offer price relative to offer price. This also can be used by the investors as signal of higher initial return and they become more optimistic about the issue till the closing on the listing day.
[ ( Market Adjusted Opening return (MAOP) = Opening Return -Market Return
METHODOLOGY Hypotheses
As per the research objectives of the study, the null hypotheses which are being tested in the study are given below:
The publicly available information does not affect the pricing of IPOs. H 2 : All the three categories of investors are equally informed about the issue and hence subscribe independently.
These hypotheses will provide us with a certain way to achieve the objectives of the study.
Materials and data
This study consists sample size of 207 book built equity IPOs listed on Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) between April 2004 to August 2009 ( Table 2 ). The sample proportion in the population is around 94%.
The data used in the study were collected from various authentic sources. The sources of data on IPOs which are available to the investors were taken for collecting the data for this study. The study aims to find out how far the publicly available information determines the degree of underpricing.
The source of data on price band, offer price, opening price on the listing day, closing price on the listing day, closing Sensex on the offer closing day and closing Sensex on the listing day, time delay between offer closing day and listing day is website of BSE, data on total assets, total loans, promoters" holding in the post issue equity, issue size, age of the firm were taken from the final offer documents filed with ROC/SEBI by the issuing firms available on website of Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), data on subscription was collected from the Basis of Allotment documents available on web. Data on index return and index volatility before one month of IPO was taken from Prowess a CMIE database, though CMIE database is not available to all the investors but we assume that these data indicates market conditions surrounding IPO which is known to the investors.
Formulae of the variables used in the study
Thus underpricing in the above discussed book building process can be broken into the following categories: 
Natural logarithm transformation of the variables
To get the normality of the variables natural logarithm of the variables were taken. Normal curves before and after natural logarithm can be seen in the Histograms with normal curve in the Appendices ( Figure 1A ). 
Models used in the empirical analyses

Determinants of market underpricing
In the model market underpricing adjusted for market return depends on the variables available at the time of listing day closing.
Model 1(a)
Ln Adjusted market _UP = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Offer price_UP + β 3 Age+ β 4 Listing delay+ β 5 ln Issue size + β 6 Index return + β 7 ln Index volatility + β 8 Leverage + β 9 Promoters" holding + β 10 ln Subscription .
Model 1(b)
Ln Adjusted market _UP = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Offer price_UP + β 3 Age+ β 4 Listing delay+ β 5 ln Issue size + β 6 Index return + β 7 ln Index volatility + β 8 Leverage + β 9 Promoters" holding + β 10 ln MAOR. 207.00
Determinants of opening return on listing day
Model 2
In the model market adjusted opening return depends on the variables available at the time of issue opening.
Ln Market adjusted opening return(MAOR) = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Offer price_UP + β 3 Age+ β 4 Listing delay+ β 5 ln Issue size + β 6 ln Subscription + β 7 Index return + β 8 ln Index volatility + β 9 Leverage + β 10 Promoters" holding .
Determinants of subscription pattern
Model 3(a)
We regress QIBs subscription on the information available at the time of their subscription.
Ln Qualified Institutional Buyers(QIBs) = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Age+ β 3 ln Issue size + β 4 Index return + β 5 ln Index volatility + β 6 Leverage + β 7 Promoters" holding .
Model 3(b)
In the model specification NIIs subscription depends on the information available at the time of their subscription.
Ln Non Institutional Investors(NIIs) = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Age+ β 3 ln Issue size + β 4 Index return + β 5 ln Index volatility + β 6 Leverage + β 7 Promoters" holding + β 8 ln QIBs.
Model 3(c)
In the model specification RIIs subscription depends on the information available at the time of their subscription.
Ln Retail Individual Investors(RIIs) = β 0 + β 1 Price band_UP + β 2 Age+ β 3 ln Issue size + β 4 Index return + β 5 ln Index volatility + β 6 Leverage + β 7 Promoters" holding + β 8 ln QIBs + β 9 ln NII.
RESULTS AND ANALYSES
This chapter covers data analysis and interpretations of empirical results. In the sample 138 IPOs are underpriced and 69 IPOs are overpriced, which implies that either issuers left money on the table or investors faced the initial losses on their investments in IPOs. The total underpricing dissected into three categories as discussed in the section of book building process. By seeing maximum 14% price band_UP it can be concluded that on average underpricing is being done by the issuers also. In the sample 178 IPOs have positive price band_UP and only 29 issuers used MAXA=MAXP. Thus 86% of the issuers decided MAXA<MAXP.
Descriptive statistics
The maximum of offer price_UP shows that issuers decided offer price below the MAXA up to 17%. In the sample 187 IPOs "offer price was set below to MAXA and only 20 IPOs" offer price was equal to MAXA. It can be seen that maximum adjusted market_UP is 302.34 % which is very high than the 14 and 17% of price band_UP and offer price_UP. In the sample 125 issues have positive adjusted market_UP and 82 issues having negative adjusted market _UP indicates that IPOs are either underpriced or overpriced in the market. But underpriced IPOs are more than overpriced IPOs. Average of adjusted market_UP also showing underpricing of around 20%. Thus on average still problem of underpricing is more serious than overpricing. If we compare the subscription pattern of different investor categories then the mean subscription is highest for QIBs and it is minimum for RIIs. The other variables like age, issue size, subscription, leverage and promoters" holding are having a wide spread between minimum and maximum. It indicates a large variance between the issues or issues differ extensively on their characteristics. Therefore any analysis will be practical by considering these publicly available information also.
Determinants of market underpricing
In Appendix, Table 1A presents bivariate correlation among variables used in the model. It shows high correlation between opening return and subscription. To avoid the multi-collinearity problem in the model separate models for each of these two variables were taken.
In Table 4 models 1(a) and (b) aimed to find out the determinants of adjusted Market_UP. These models consider the information that is available to investors at the time of closing on the listing day. Model 1(a) considers total subscription with other variables excluding opening return while model 1(b) considers opening return with other variables excluding total subscription. The multiple regression result of model 1(a) and (b) shows that adjusted opening return, offer price_UP and total subscription are significant variables of adjusted market underpricing. The negative sign of coefficient of offer price_ UP indicates that market underpricing is high for those IPOs which have offer price close to upper end. This may be attributed to good quality perception by the investors if offer price is high and therefore theses IPOs are highly valued in secondary market on the listing day. The positive sign of subscription coefficient indicates that as total subscription increases market underpricing increases. The positive sign of opening return coefficient indicates that issues having higher return on opening are more underpriced in the market than IPOs having low opening return. Among the significant variables all three variables are not directly controllable. But if we can find out features of the firm/IPOs which are more having high return on opening, offer price closer to upper end and high total subscription then those findings may help in controlling market underpricing. Table 5 shows that offer price UP, age and total subscription are significant determinants of opening return. Opening return is high for the IPOs with offer price close to upper end of the price band. Opening return is high for large issues than for smaller issues. It is high for the firms with high subscription because it indicates high demand of the issue. These three variables explain around 53% of the variance in opening return. Thus subscription is a significant variable of opening returns also therefore now we go for analysing determinants of subscription for different categories of investors.
Determinants of opening returns on listing day
Determinants of subscription
In Appendix: Table A2 shows that subscription of three categories of investors is having different correlation (sign as well as degree) with other characteristics of the offerings therefore we expect different determinants of each category. As discussed QIBs are bigger investors than other two categories and NIIs are bigger investors than RIIs. Table 6 shows that subscription of QIBs significantly depends on index return, index volatility, leverage and promoters" holding. The positive sign of index return coefficient implies that QIBs subscribe more when market return surrounding IPO is high. The negative coefficient of index volatility implies that QIBs subscribe less if index returns are highly fluctuating surrounding IPO. The negative sign of leverage coefficient implies increase in QIBs subscription with any decreases in leverage. Similarly positive sign of promoters" holding coefficient indicates increase in QIBs" subscription with an increase in promoters" holding.
Determinants of QIBs' subscription
Thus firms with higher promoters holding, low leverage get more subscription from the QIBs than the firms with low promoters" holding and high leverage. Similarly issues in the time of high market return and less Jain and Jain 9 fluctuations in the market returns get high QIBs subscription. Table 7 shows that NIIs subscription depends on subscription of QIBs and promoters" holding. Surprisingly, in contrast to QIBs subscription, NIIs subscription is negatively related with promoters" holding. Interestingly, NIIs subscription increases with an increase in QIBs" subscription because QIBs are more informed than NIIs, therefore they follow more informed investors.
Determinants of NIIs' subscription
Determinants of RIIs' subscription
In Appendix; Table A2 correlation matrix shows high correlation between NIIs and QIBs subscription, therefore stepwise regression can give a better model fit.
The result of stepwise regression in Table 8 shows that RIIs subscription depends on subscription of NIIs, index return and issue size. As NIIs subscription increases, RIIs subscription increases. And like QIBs, RIIs also subscribes more when market return is high. For small issues RIIs subscribes more .This is possible because in small issues investors expect high initial return due to low supply. Independent Variables which are excluded due to low partial correlation with dependent variable (RIIs) are given in (Appendix : Table A3 ).
DISCUSSION
1. Empirical results of the study show that when market return is high and less fluctuating then QIBs and RIIs subscription in an IPO increases and thereby results in high closing price on listing day. Therefore high market underpricing can be seen on any IPO if market conditions are good. 2. Pre-IPO leverage has negative impact on QIBs subscription. If it is high then QIBs subscription gets reduced and thereby market underpricing is lower in terms of lower closing price on listing day. 3. Promoters" holding has positive impact on QIBs" subscription and negative on NIIs subscription. With promoters" holding QIBs subscription increases while NIIs decreases. 4. Issue size has negative impact on RIIs subscription but it has positive impact on opening return. NIIs follow to QIBs and RIIs follow to NIIs subscription pattern. Therefore null hypothesis which says investors subscribe independently is rejected. 5. If offer price is close to upper end of the price band actually used (MAXA) then market under-pricing is high it implies that investors value high those firms which decide offer price close to upper end of the price band.
The finding of significant variables implies that the publicly 
Conclusion
Initial public offerings are important source of corporate financing. It is used worldwide as a source of financing.
The phenomenon of pricing and use of book building method is also not new and is widely used. However its application differs from country to country. Moreover in one market with the same method issues are priced differently. This kind of situation made us to search out the reasons of it. This study found that pricing in book built IPOs in India is inclined more towards underpricing. Book building has three phases of pricing in which it is found that on average issuers are also underpricing. But this study found that underpricing is high in the third phase of pricing where issue is priced in secondary market. The empirical analysis found that publicly available information is making sense in Indian capital market. Therefore after disclose of the information its impact should also be considered. Issuers should decide the price with the prediction of impact of publicly available information. As underpricing harms to issuers and in long term to investors also while overpricing harms investors and in long term to issuers also when they come again in the market for follow on offerings. Therefore for win-win situation IPOs should be priced fairly.
The present study leaves immense scope for further studies which can be carried out by industry wise analysis, comparing with fixed price issues and searching some more important variables explaining market underpricing. It leaves the scope to find out why issuers decide price band below maximum permissible limit and the offer price below upper end of the price band actually decided. In the literature no study was carried out to find out the relevance of publicly available information and its impact on the pricing, thus present study bridges this research gap. Figure 1A . Histograms with normal curve.
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